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    ARE RABs REALLY STILL RABs? 
 

Leonard Flemming – Piscator No 138 (November 2006) 
 

“If you were to fish every day during that period of the year when trout rise to a floating fly – 
using a spider or variant – you would catch your daily share of trout and probably hook some of 
the largest ones that will ever come to any dry fly. Of all the trout flies, the one you can least 
afford to be without is the spider. The fact that many, apparently selective trout will fall for a 
spider when nearly perfect imitations fail is important to remember.” Al McClane, The Practical 
Fly Fisherman, (Stoeger, 1975) 

 
One of the staple, generic patterns in the fly boxes of South African anglers, and indeed in 
mine, is the RAB  
 
As most of us know by now, Tony Biggs, who was inspired by the fast flowing Cape streams, 
developed this deadly pattern during the mid 1960’s. 
 
In Britain, such patterns with their over-sized hackle for a given hook size and longer than usual 
tail, are called Variants and in America they are called Spiders 
  
"What do they imitate?" Many questions arise at first glance but my personal belief is that the 
RAB does not imitate anything specific.  It simply defines practical ambiguity.  One angler will 
have confidence in the RAB being a spider imitation, another will see it as a crane fly pattern 
and, eventually, someone will laugh off the debate and call it a pure attractor.   
 
The secret of the RAB is its versatility. Not only does it cover a wide range of piscine delicacies 
but, with its soft, parachuting descent, it is difficult to present badly.  RABs also float high - 
when tied 'correctly' that is - and apart from displaying a lot of movement, this fly (or 'flies') is 
possessed of some powerful colours, such as white and red, inducing strikes from fish in deep, 
fast flowing water.  The RAB, accordingly, works particularly well in the early season when 
rivers are high and fish are aggressive. 
 
Many of us fish this pattern throughout the year, though, and its consistent success rate 
ensures its popularity.  I must admit however, that the version I tie often differs substantially 
from those tied by angling companions. Yet, fish sometimes rise freely in the same river section 
to intercept both!  
 
However, one particular scenario, which has become almost clichéd of late, sees trout rising 
selectively to RABS, ignoring one yet taking another with confidence. These patterns utilise the 
same tying procedure, carry the same name and, to the human eye look very similar. To the fish 
however, they must look worlds apart and, ultimately, they decide which version comes closest 
to their perception of reality. 
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QUOTE 
 
 “For small-stream work I prefer spider-type dry flies. I feel the spider is best because it has a 
very light impact on the surface, it rides high on the current and it acts alive. A Blue Dun spider 
can make a big trout roll twice, bark and fetch.” Al McClane, Sports Afield, 1956. 
 

 
Leonard Flemming’s Bi-Colour RAB 

 
 
 


